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Abstract
In a world where Artificial Intelligence (AI) is pervasive, humans may feel threatened or at risk by giving up control to
machines. In this context, ethicality becomes a major concern to prevent AI systems from being biased, making mistakes,
or going rogue. Requirements Engineering (RE) is the research area that can exert a great impact in the development of
ethical systems by design. However, proposing concepts, tools and techniques that support the incorporation of ethicality
into the software development processes as explicit requirements remains a great challenge in the RE field. In this paper,
we rely on Ontology-based Requirements Engineering (ObRE) as a method to elicit and analyze ethicality requirements
(‘Ethicality requirements’ is adopted as a name for the class of requirements studied in this paper by analogy to other quality
requirements studied in software engineering, such as usability, reliability, and portability, etc. The use of this term (as opposed
to ‘ethical requirements’) highlights that they represent requirements for ethical systems, analogous to how ‘trustworthiness
requirements’ represent requirements for trustworthy systems. To put simply: the predicates ‘ethical’ or ‘trustworthy’ are
not meant to be predicated over the requirements themselves). ObRE applies ontological analysis to ontologically unpack
terms and notions that are referred to in requirements elicitation. Moreover, this method instantiates the adopted ontology
and uses it to guide the requirements analysis activity. In a previous paper, we presented a solution concerning two ethical
principles, namely Beneficence and Non-maleficence. The present paper extends the previous work by targeting two other
important ethicality principles, those of Explicability and Autonomy. For each of these new principles, we do ontological
unpacking of the relevant concepts, and we present requirements elicitation and analysis guidelines, as well as examples in
the context of a driverless car case. Furthermore, we validate our approach by analysing the requirements elicitation made for
the driverless car case in contrast with a similar case, and by assessing our method’s coverage w.r.t European Union guidelines
for Trustworthy AI.
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1 Introduction

In a world where Artificial Intelligence (AI) is pervasive,
controllingmore services and systems everyday, humansmay
feel threatened or at risk by giving up control to machines. In
this context, many of the potential issues are related to safety
and ethics. For example, AI systems may be biased towards
one group of people in detriment of others, resulting in job
loss and wealth inequality; they may also make mistakes and
even go rogue, by acting against the interests of stakeholders
[54].

According to the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics,
ethics refers to standards of behavior that tell us ‘how we
ought to act’ while playing different roles, e.g. worker,
driver, parent, citizen, engineer, medical doctor, etc. For
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each role, there are ethical codes of conduct that capture
such standards of behaviour [1]. Ethicists and AI researchers
have been studying the interplay of ethics and AI systems
where the subjects of ethical codes are systems that play
such roles, e.g., worker, driver. Floridi et al. [22] proposes
five general principles that underlie ethical codes and are
role-independent. These have been adopted by the Euro-
pean Commission in a document concerning trustworthy AI
[41]. The principles are: Autonomy (respect human dignity),
Beneficence (do good to others), Non-maleficence (do no
harm to others), Justice (treat others fairly), andExplicability
(explainability, transparently). But besides being recognized
and well-defined, these principles need to be embedded into
software engineering practices, in a way that they may effec-
tively guide the design of ethical systems.

Requirements Engineering (RE) is the research area that
can exert a great impact in the development of ethical systems
by design. RE is not only responsible for eliciting require-
ments that will guide the design of a system-to-be, but also
for ensuring that such requirements have been properly met,
and also for monitoring that these requirements remain valid
throughout the life cycle of the system. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no currentRequirementsEngineer-
ing method to support the development of ethical systems.

The proposed solution to the problem-at-hand involves
a deep understanding of what the proposed ethical prin-
ciples mean and how they can be converted into concrete
system requirements that can guide system design and run-
time monitoring. For that, we rely on the Ontology-based
Requirements Engineering (ObRE) method. ObRE consists
of three activities: (1) Adopt or develop an ontology to con-
ceptually clarify the meaning of requirements (in this paper,
ethicality requirements); (2) Instantiate the ontology for a
system-to-be, resulting in a domain model; and (3) Use the
domain model to guide analysis, resulting in requirements
models, such as goal models, requirements tables, user sto-
ries etc. ObRE has been previously proposed in [7], where
it has also been illustrated for the elicitation and analysis of
trustworthiness requirements.

In this paper, we use ObRE to propose a method for
eliciting and analyzing ethicality requirements.1 We can cat-

1 The ObREmethod proposed here is agnostic w.r.t. to the AI approach
that is employed to build the systems whose requirements are analyzed
(e.g., whether based on symbolic or machine leaning approaches). It
is also agnostic w.r.t. material domain (e.g., healthcare, penal recidi-
vism) or application. Instead, it focuses on identifying and ontologically
unpacking relevant ethical dimensions, as well as supporting the elicita-
tion, explicit modeling and reasoning with requirements of any system
that can directly impact (positively or negatively) human values and
goals. In that sense, ObRE can be employed to address systems of
all types that can potentially have this effect—the interest reader is
referred to [44] for a collection of relevant examples. This particular
paper focuses on AI systems given, on one hand, the scale of their
potential effect on values and goals and, on the hand, given the exis-

egorize ethicality requirements for a system-to-be as types of
Ecological Requirements [40], in that they are derived from
the ecosystem within which the system-to-be is embedded.
After all, it is that ecosystem that determines values and risks
that can lead to ethical behaviours by the system ([40], p.
253). In fact, as mentioned in Sect. 1, the focus on ethics is
motivated by the emerging feeling of risk brought by the use
of recent technologies. And these risksmust be accounted for
and analyzed in contrast with the values delivered by systems
and services applying such technologies.

In a previous paper, we presented a solution concerning
two of the ethical principles defined by Floridi et al. [22],
namely Beneficence and Non-maleficence [36]. The present
paper significantly extends the previous work by targeting
two other important ethicality principles, those of Explica-
bility andAutonomy. For each of these new principles, we do
semantic unpacking of the relevant concepts, and we present
requirements elicitation and analysis guidelines, as well as
examples in the context of a driverless car case.Moreover, we
present a validation of our approach, by verifying it against a
checklist of goals established by the EU initiative towards the
development of ethical systems by design [21]. We are able
to show that the proposed method guides the requirements
engineer in capturing requirements associated to most of the
goals present in this checklist.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section2 discusses the role of ontological analysis, and
explains the existing ontologies reused in this work; Sect. 3
describes the ObREmethod; Sect. 4 applies ontological anal-
ysis and instantiation for ethicality requirements; Sect. 5
presents requirements elicitation and analysis for a driverless
car case; Sect. 6 validates the proposed ObRE-based method
for eliciting and analyzing ethicality requirements. Section7
discusses related works; and finally, Sect. 8 concludes and
sketches future work.

2 Research baseline

2.1 Ontological analysis

The notions of ontology and ontological analysis adopted
here are akin to their interpretations in philosophy [11]. In
this view, ontological analysis: (i) characterizes what kinds
of entities are assumed to exist in a given domain; (ii) offers
a metaphysical account of the nature of these kinds of enti-
ties. An ontology, in turn, is a system of concepts and their
relationships that result from (i) and (ii).

As such, an ontology is neither merely a logical specifica-
tion nor it is mainly concerned with making terminological

tence of specific regulations and guidelines for AI systems that against
which we could validate our proposal (see Sect. 6.2 of the paper).
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and taxonomic distinctions. For example, in addressing the
domains of risk, one is less concerned with what specific
subtypes of risk exist (e.g., physical, biological, financial,
electronic), but instead with what exactly is risk? What kind
of entity is it? What is its nature? Is it an object? an event? a
relationship? a complex property? If the latter, is a categor-
ical or dispositional property? what is the bearer of such a
property?, and so on.

Given the nature of thismethod of analysis, it must be sup-
ported by a domain-independent system comprising themost
general categories, hence, crosscutting several domains (e.g.,
objects, events, relationships, dispositions, etc.), i.e., what is
termed a foundational ontology (aka top-level or upper-level
ontology). In this article, we adopt the Unified Foundational
Ontology (UFO).Moreover, in order to develop and represent
our models, we use the UFO-based ontology representation
language OntoUML. OntoUML contains modeling primi-
tives that represent the ontological distinctions put forth by
UFO, and its grammar semantically-motivated syntactical
constraints that reflect the axiomatization of UFO [28].

The choice of UFO and OntoUML are justified in a num-
ber of grounds:

– both UFO and OntoUML have a successful track record
in supporting ontological analysis of complex related
notions such as value, risk, service, trust and trust-
worthiness, legal relations, money, decisions, economic
preferences, among many others [6, 34, 37, 49];

– empirical evidence shows that the use of OntoUML sig-
nificantly contributes to improving the quality of domain
representations without requiring an additional effort to
produce them [58]. As demonstrated in [10], in contrast
to traditional conceptual modeling languages, the pro-
cess of ontological analysis supported by OntoUML is
actually a process of explanation, which reveals the truth-
makers of the propositional content present in the model.
The resulting models are much more explicit regarding
their ontological commitments when compared to tradi-
tional models, thus, facilitating domain comprehension
and interoperability [29];

– as shown by [57], UFO is the second-most used foun-
dational ontology in conceptual modeling and the one
with the fastest adoption rate. The authors also show
that OntoUML is among the most used ontology-driven
conceptual modeling languages in the literature. The dif-
fusion of UFO and OntoUML in the field facilitates the
accessibility of our results;

– although there are a few alternative foundational ontolo-
gies (see [12]), UFO is the only one among these
that is accompanied by a full-blown modeling language
(OntoUML) with its tool ecosystem. The former enables
the representationof ourmodels in a conceptualmodeling
diagrammatic language, thus, facilitating their accessi-

bility by requirements engineers, and the latter allows
one to potentially leverage this tool ecosystem for model
verification, validation, verbalization and code genera-
tion [25, 27]. In particular, it allows for the generation
of logical specifications in OWL/SWRL for the models
proposed here, thus, enabling automated reasoning over
these models;

However, the main reason for adopting UFO (and
OntoUML) here is the following: as it will become evident
in the models that follow, an analysis of the different dimen-
sions of this domain requires the ontological support of: a
mature theory of relations and relational aspects (relational
modes and relators) [24, 26]; a theory of events [13] and how
they can be represented in structural conceptual models [4,
33]; and a theory of types [31] including higher-order types
[23]. UFO is currently the only foundational ontology that
satisfy all these theoretical requirements. To briefly contrast
it with a few alternatives: DOLCE does not include a the-
ory of types and it does not countenance relational aspects;
BFO does not include a full-blown theory of material rela-
tions, events or types, and does not countenance the notion
of higher-order types. Likewise, BWW rejects the very idea
of higher-order types, as shown later in the paper, abound in
this domain.

2.2 An ontology for requirements (NFRO)

The Non-Functional Requirements Ontology (NFRO) is
defined as an extension of UFO. As such, it adopts the UFO
notion of Agent, an entity having mental states such as
belief, desire and intention and means to act accordingly.2

Also, the notion of Intention that refers to a situation
(state-of-affairs) that the Agent commits to bring about by
pursuing goals and executing actions. It is also important to
state that according to UFO, Agent can be categorized into
Human (i.e. a person), Artificial (i.e. artificial systems,
such as information systems, cyber-physical systems, etc.)
and Institutional (i.e. organization). A Stakeholder may
be a Human or an Institutional agent, while the system-
to-be is anArtificial one. Given the focus of this article, we
do not include a figure showing this Agent categorization,
but we refer the reader to [35] (chap.3), for details.

2 We make no commitment here to the so-called Strong AI view [50],
in which certain artificial agents are assumed to be able to bear mental
states and support cognitive processes exactly in the same way as their
human counterparts. Instead, we adopt the approach put forth by the
Intentional Stance Theory, inwhich artificial agents are assumed to have
what is termed derived or ‘as if’ intentionality. This stance assumes a
strategy of interpreting the behavior of an agent as if it possessed certain
beliefs and as if its behavior were directed by certain desires and goals.
For a full defense of this approach for the analysis of computational
systems and other complex artifacts, we refer to [16].
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Fig. 1 A fragment of the
Ontology of Non-functional
Requirements

Requirements can be functional and non-functional, while
the latter has special relevance to ethicality requirements,
so we focus on them by adopting NFRO [39]. In NFRO, a
requirement is a goal. Requirements are specialized into
NFRs (aka quality goals) and functional require-

ments (FRs). FRs refer to a function (a capability, capacity)
that a system can manifest in particular situations. NFRs
refer to desired qualities taking quality values in par-
ticular quality spaces. For example, a software system is
considered to have good usability if the value associated to its
“usability” quality maps to the “good” quality region in the
“usability” quality space. In other words, functional require-
ments prescribewhat should be done by the system (i.e., what
kind of behavior it should exhibit). In NFRO, this means that
the system should be endowed with functions whose mani-
festations will satisfy certain goals. In contrast, NFRs refer
to how these manifestations occur. For example, transporting
a passenger from A to B is a functional requirement that can
be satisfied by the manifestation of a complex transportation
function, thus, satisfying a crisp goal. Now, transporting that
passenger e.g., in a calm (as opposed to aggressive) driving
style, as quick as possible, in an ecologically-friendlymanner
refer to ways in which that transportation event unfolds, i.e.,
a to particular quality of that event. Notice that this quality
emerges from the interplay between other functions (dispo-
sitions) and qualities of the system and its environment. This
point is further discussed in Sect. 2.4. So, although both func-
tions andqualities play a role in designing systems that satisfy
ethical requirements, the latter (as we elaborated in Sect. 2.1
are formulated in terms of qualities characterizing the actions
brought about by the system.

UFO makes an important distinction among types of
moments (existentially dependent entities). In particular,
among types of intrinsic moments (those moments that
are existentially dependent on a single individual). This is
the distinction between qualities and modes. Qualities
(e.g., color, height, weight, duration) represent objectified

intrinsic properties of an individual. The types instanti-
ated by these qualities (i.e., Quality Universals) are
directly associated to a Quality Spaces [28]. A qual-

ity is then constrained to vary its quality value within
the points constituting that Quality Space. For example,
the Quality Universals Color is associated with a par-
ticular tri-dimensional Quality Space (the Color Spindle)
and, hence, the color of a particular object (i.e., a Qual-

ity individual) can only vary its value within that space.
In contrast with Qualities,Modes are existentially depen-
dent entities that are not directly associated with quality

spaces. Instead, modes can have parts and can have their
ownqualities andmodes,which can change in independent
ways. A particular type of mode is a disposition. Dispo-
sitions are modes that manifest in certain situations and
always via the occurrence of events. Not only Functions
but many of the key notions that appear later in this paper
(e.g., capabilities, vulnerabilities, intentions, duties, powers,
rights) are examples of dispositions.

This ontological account delineates different kinds of
requirements, and clarifies the nature of NFRs as qualities
that map a system artifact into a quality region [39]. Fig-
ure13 depicts a selected subset of the NFRO that is relevant
here. For an in-depth discussion and formal characteriza-
tion of qualities,quality universals,dispositions, and
quality spaces, we refer the reader to [28, 38].

2.3 The common ontology of value and risk (COVER)

The Common Ontology of Value and Risk (COVER) [49]
breaks down Value Experiences into events, dubbed
Value Events. These are classified into Impact Events

and Trigger Events. The former directly impact a goal

3 In all OntoUMLdiagrams, we adopt the following color coding: types
are represented in purple, objects in pink, modes in blue, events in
yellow, and abstract entities such as numbers, sets and propositions in
white.
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Fig. 2 A fragment of COVER depicting value and risk experiences [49]

or bring about a situation that impacts a goal. while Trig-

ger Events are simply parts of an experience identified
as causing Impact Events, directly or indirectly. Within
the category of Impact Events we can further distinguish
intoGain Event and Loss Event. The difference between
them rests on the nature of the impact on goals (positive for
Gain Events and negative for Loss Events). To formalize
goals, COVER reuses the concept of Intention from UFO
[12].

Risk Experiences are unwanted events that have the
potential of causing losses, and are composed by Risk

Events, which can be of two types, namely threat and loss
events. A Threat Event carries the potential of causing a
loss, intended or unintended. A Threat Eventmight be the
manifestation of: (i) aVulnerability (a special type of disposi-
tion whose manifestation constitutes a loss or can potentially
cause a loss); or (ii) a Threatening Capability (capabilities of
a threat object that, hence, can dent the goals a Risk Subject).
The second mandatory component of a Risk Experience

is a Loss Event, which necessarily impacts intentions in a
negative way. Figure2 depicts a fragment of COVER, which
captures part of the aforementioned ontological notions.

2.4 The decisionmaking ontology (DMOnto)

Figure3 shows an excerpt extending the Decision Making
Ontology (DMOnto) [37], which defines Decision as a par-
ticular kind of Intention resulting from a Deliberation

performed by the Agent.
DMOnto also goes deeper into the Deliberation pro-

cess, analyzing it in terms of the concepts of Preference

and Prospect Ascription.4 Prospect Ascription results
from a process of assigning Value or Risk to Prospect

Bearers (either a Prospect Object or a Prospect Expe-

rience). For instance, when one decides to take a particular
route when traveling, one considers the values of taking that
route (e.g. it is the shortest route w.r.t. the destination) as well
as the risks (e.g. the risk of getting caught in a traffic jam).
The concepts of Value and Risk have been already defined
by the COVER ontology in the previous section.

When an Agent decides something (i.e., performs a
Deliberation), she takes into consideration her own Pref-
erences regarding two possible Prospect Bearers. A
Preference is the truthmaker of the ternary has prefer-

ence relation, the latter connecting a Preferred Bearer

and thenon-preferredbearer (termedDeprecated Bearer).
Preference is thus a complex mode, which aggregates two
Prospect Ascriptions, each one associated to one of the
Prospect Bearers. According to [46], this binary casemay
be extrapolated to include other Prospect Bearers, each
one associated to its own value.

Each Prospect Ascription is composed of several
smaller “comparisons” (or “judgements”), named Prospect
Ascription Components, which aggregate an Intention

and Intrinsic Moments that are taken into consideration
by theAgentwhen ascribingValue or Risk to a Prospect
Bearer. In the aforementioned route example, there are two

4 The original DMOnto ontology reuses the preference ontology mod-
ule as proposed by [46]. In that paper, preference is grounded on value
ascriptions and value is assume to be possibly positive and negative.
Analogously, COVER countenances both positive and negative risk
[49]. Here we use the abstract type prospect to generalize over positive
(a value prospect) and negative value (i.e., a risk prospect).
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Fig. 3 A fragment of DMOnto
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Fig. 4 The ObRE Process

Prospect Ascription Components: one related to the
Quality of the route of being the shortest one w.r.t. the des-
tination and an Intention of "getting to the destination as
fast as possible"; and another related to the Quality of how
busy the route is and the same Intention of "getting to the
destination as fast as possible".

In establishing preference, the deciding agent considers
intrinsic moments (modes and qualities) associated with
the prospect bearer (e.g., length and topology of the road),
with entities in the environment (value and risk enablers in
COVER) (e.g., average speed of a collective of cars on that
road in that period), the capacities of the agent themselves
(e.g., competence of the driver in driving in certain condi-
tions), as well as (see discussion in 4.2) the social positions
inhering in these agents. The types instantiated by these
intrinsic moments that ground preference and, hence,
deliberation are termed decisionCriteria. In other words
a Criterion may be a Quality Type, e.g. length (of the
route), or aMode Type, e.g., the existence of the functional-
ity provided by an automatic gearbox, in case you are buying
a car.

A decision is a type of intention (and, hence, a type of
disposition) created by a deliberation event. A decision-

resulting action is an event that manifests that intention
in particular situations.

3 The ObREmethod

Figure4 illustrates the process of the ObREmethod, showing
the three activities mentioned in Sect. 1.

The process starts with (1) Domain Ontology Develop-
ment, requirements analysts and ontology engineers perform
ontological analysis for a class of requirements. We empha-
size that ObRE does not prescribe that the requirements
engineer is versed in the use of ontological analysis con-
cepts. For that, ObRE assumes the presence of an ontology
engineer, and the requirements engineer plays a role of a
domain expert in the ontology development process. The out-
come of activity (1), is an ontology modelled in OntoUML.
This activity is performed once for each class of require-
ments and doesn’t need to be repeated for each new system
development project. For example, in [5], we conducted
ontological analysis about the notions of trust and trustwor-
thiness in order to unpack the meaning of trustworthiness
requirements. According to the results of our analysis, a

system is trustworthy if it is believed to have the capability
to perform its required functions (Capability belief) and its
vulnerabilitieswill not prevent it fromdoing so (Vulnerability
belief). Moreover, we define trustworthiness as a composi-
tion of three other qualities, namely reliability in performing
its functions, truthfulness in presenting its credentials and
transparency in its operations. To judge how reliable a sys-
tem is, we must understand how much of the Stakeholder’s
Capability Belief is actually met by the system’s operations.
Note that reliability could have been defined inmultiple other
ways, for instance, it could have been related to accessibility,
i.e., how often will the system be responsive to stakeholder
needs; or inferred by the system possessing a specific reli-
ability certificate. The trustworthiness ontology has been
recently used in a real case study, reported in [6], showing
promising results in defining and monitoring trustworthiness
requirements for a particular system. In case a new trust-
worthy system needs to be developed, the same ontology
can be fully reused, and instantiated for the new system-to-
be.

Having the requirements explicitly defined and under-
stood, the analyst may perform (2) Domain Ontology
Instantiation. Here, the analysts focus on a particular system
and instantiate elements of the ontology. For a security ontol-
ogy, this step would identify stakeholders, vulnerabilities,
attack types, etc. for a particular system. This is intended to
serve as domainmodel for conducting requirements analysis.
We highlight the importance of this step, since the same class
of requirements may lead to distinct concrete requirements
for each system. Thus, instantiating the ontology created in
(1) helps identify these particular requirements and opens the
way for the system-to-be requirements analysis.

In activity (3) Requirements Analysis Method Execu-
tion, analysts use the domain model to define and analyze
system requirements. For instance, she may simply define a
requirements table, listing the requirements instantiated with
the help of the ontology. Or if she prefers a more sophis-
ticated analysis methodology, she may use goal modeling,
defining the contribution of different choices to accom-
plish a particular goal (i.e., requirement), and specifying
how goals relate to each other, as well as to relevant
stakeholders’ resources and tasks. Or yet, she may create
user stories based on the identified ontological instances.
From this point on, the requirements analysis may progress
as the chosen method prescribes, however, with the ben-
efit of having the ontology and ontological instances as
guides.

As depicted in Fig. 4, steps (2) and (3) are intended to
be carried out iteratively, as with most RE methods. This
supports the analyst in revisiting the previous activities while
maturing the requirements elicitation and analysis.

Table 1 summarizes some practical guidelines for the
ontology-based requirements engineering process.
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Table 1 Ontology-based Requirements Engineering practical guide-
lines

1 Adopt or develop an ontology for
conceptualizing a class of requirements

In the case of new ontology development, apply
ontological analysis to semantically unpack
terms and notions related to a class of
requirements

2 Instantiate the ontology for a system-to-be,
resulting in a domain model

2.1 Identify key concepts in the ontology

2.2 Create questions to ask the stakeholders,
based on the ontology key concepts

2.3 Ask the questions to stakeholders

2.4 Use the answers to populate the ontology,
thus creating a domain model

3 Analyze requirements based on the domain
model

Use the domain model to define and analyze
system requirements, by following the best
suited RE method for the particular context and
needs, such as requirements tables, goal
models, user stories, among others. The
requirements table, for example, may be
enriched with the inclusion of columns
representing relevant ontological concepts (see
Sect. 5). As for goal models, many entities in
the model can be obtained by directly mapping
elements from the ontology instantiation (see
Sect. 5.4)

4 Domain ontology development and
instantiation for ethicality requirements

In this section, we apply steps (1) and (2) of ObRE for ethical
principles as qualities, and we model ethical requirements as
NFR refined into sub-NFRs related to such qualities, follow-
ing the definitions presented in Sect. 2.2. This is shown in
Fig. 5.

4.1 Beneficence and Non-maleficence requirements

Let us interpret ethicality requirements in terms of value and
risk. Value can be seen as a relational property, emerging
from a set of relations between the intrinsic properties of a
value object (or a value experience) and the goals of a Value
Subject [49]. The value of an object (or experience) mea-
sures the degree to which the properties (affordances) of that
object positively contribute (help, make) to the achievement
of value subject goals. Mutatis Mutandis, risk is a relational
property emerging from a set of relations between the intrin-

sic properties of an Object at Risk (vulnerabilities), as well
as Threat Objects and Risk Enablers (capacities, intentions)
and the goals of a Risk Subject [49]. The risk of an object
at risk given threat objects and risk enablers amounts to
the degree to which the properties of those entities can be
enacted to negatively contribute to denting (hurt, break) the
risk subject goals. Now, ontologically speaking, affordances,
vulnerabilities, capacities, intentions are all types of dis-
positions, which are themselves ecological properties, i.e.,
properties that essentially depend on their environment for
their manifestation [43]. Now let us analyze Beneficence and
Non-maleficence requirements, allowing us to contrast these
two related NFRs. Considering the definition of beneficence
as “doing good to others” [22], we can say that Beneficence
Requirements are related to “creating value” to stakehold-
ers in the ecosystem in which the system is included. It
means that Beneficence Requirements can be seen as goals
related to an intention of positively impacting the goals of
stakeholders in this ecosystem. Analogously, considering the
definition of Non-maleficence as “doing no harm to others”
[22], we can say that Non-maleficence Requirements are
related to “preventing risks” to stakeholders. Consequently,
Non-maleficence Requirements can be seen as goals related
to an intention of preventing the occurrence of events that
may negatively impact stakeholders’ goals.

Events that impact agents’ goals, either positively or neg-
atively, are defined in COVER [49] as Gain Events and
LossEvents, respectively. In this sense,BeneficenceRequire-
ments intend to create Gain Events, which positively impact
stakeholders’ goals. Similarly, Non-maleficence Require-
ments intend to prevent the occurrence of Loss Events, which
negatively impact stakeholders’ goals. Fig6 represents the
OntoUML modeling of Beneficence and Non-maleficence
Requirements.

As presented in Fig. 5, Requirement is modeled as a
Goal, which is the propositional content of an Inten-

tion of a stakeholder. We use the notion of agent defined
in UFO to model stakeholders. In UFO, agents are indi-
viduals that can perform actions, perceive events and bear
mental aspects. A relevant type of mental aspect for our
proposal is that of an intention. Intentions are self-
commitments to bring about certain state of affairs [14].
In the ontology, Intentions are represented as modes (an
externally dependent entity, which can only exist by inher-
ing in other individuals [28]) that inhere inAgents.Quality
Requirement is a type of Requirement. Beneficence and
Non- maleficence Requirements are types of Qual-

ity Requirements, which are related to a Beneficence

Intention and a Non- maleficence Intention, respec-
tively. Beneficence Intentions are externally dependent
on Gain Events as their focus of interest is the creation
of such events. As previously mentioned, Gain Events
are a type of Impact Event (as defined in COVER [49])
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Fig. 5 Ethicality requirements

that positively impact Agent’s goals. Non- maleficence
Intentions, in turn, are externally dependent on Loss

Events as their focus of interest is to prevent the occurrence
of such events. As aforementioned, Loss Events are a type
of Impact Event that negatively impact Agent’s goals.

In order to satisfyBeneficence Intentions, the designed
system will be endowed with functions whose manifesta-
tions (together with other dispositions of its environment)
are Gain Events. Furthermore, it shall be endowed with
countermeasuring functions (i.e., functions of countermea-
sure mechanisms) whose manifestations prevent (block, and
antidotes for) the occurrence of Loss Events. For an exten-
sive discussion on countermeasure mechanisms and their
relation to the topics of prevention (blocking, antidopes), we
refer to [9].

In the sequel, in Fig. 7, we instantiate the ontology
with two examples (a Beneficence and a Non-maleficence
Requirement) in the context of driverless cars.

In the first example, the Passenger of a driverless car
intends “not to be late”. In order to address this, we have the
Beneficence Requirement that “the car should choose
quicker rout towards destination” related to the Inten-

tion that the “driverless car arrives on time at destination”,
which is a Beneficence Intention that aims at creating
a Gain Event. The event “driverless car arrives on time
at destination” is a Gain Event that positively impacts the
Passenger’s goal of not being late.

In the second example, the Passenger intends to “feel
safe”. In order to address this,wehave theNon- maleficence
Requirement that “the car should adopt a defensive driving
behavior” related to the Intention of “preventing aggres-
sive direction”, which is a Non- maleficence Intention

that aims at preventing the occurrence of a Loss Event. The
event “passenger feels nervous as the car drives aggressively”
is a Loss Event that negatively impacts the Passenger’s
goal of feeling safe.

4.2 Autonomy requirement

Another important ethicality requirement is the Autonomy
Requirement, defined by Floridi et al. [22] as the ‘power
to decide’. In this paper, the authors argue that when using
AI, people voluntarily delegate some of their decisions to the
system. Thus, dealing with system autonomymeans defining
the right balance between what is to be decided by the user
and what can and should be delegated to the system.

The concept of Delegation has been targeted by the
Unified Foundational Ontology since its early days. In
a Delegation, two agents play the role of Delegator

and Delegatee. To analyze autonomy, the Stakeholder

assumes the role of Delegator while the System assumes
the role of Delegatee.

To understand Autonomy Delegation, it is crucial to
consider concepts borrowed from UFO-L, an ontology of
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Fig. 6 Beneficence and Non-maleficence Requirements

Fig. 7 Ontology Instantiation
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legal relations. Consideringwell-known legal theories, UFO-
L defines 8 legal relationships, which are grouped in four
pairs of legal positions:

– Right and Duty. If subject S1 has the right to an action A
or omission O against subject S2, then subject S2 has a
duty to perform action A (or omitting O).

– Permission and No-Right. If subject S1 holds a permis-
sion towards subject S2 to an action A (or omission O),
then subject S2 has no-right to demand that the permis-
sion holder S1 omits action A (or refrains from omitting
O).

– Power and Liability. If subject S1 has legal power in face
of subject S2 to create, change or extinguish a legal posi-
tion (a right, duty, permission, etc.) X for subject S2,
then subject S2 is liable towards subject S1 w.r.t this legal
power.

– Disability and Immunity. If a subject S1 has, in face of
subject S2, no power to create, change or extinguish a
legal position X for subject S2, then subject S2 is immune
to changes in the legal position that affect her.

We here generalize these notions from UFO-L to con-
sider not only legal positions but also social positions, i.e.,
social rights duties, permissions, powers, etc. Duties, rights,
permissions and no-rights are either Action Type Refer-

ring Positions (e.g., the duty to perform actions of the
Action Type T) or Omission Type Referring Posi-

tions (e.g., the permission to omit from performing actions
of the Action Type T’). The actions types referred to
by these autonomy social positions include Deliberation

Types (e.g., the permission to deliberation over certain situ-
ations, i.e., to make decisions of a given type). As shown in
Fig. 8, an Autonomy Delegation is a bundle of these social
positions. These complex bundles instantiate an Autonomy
Delegation Type. A particular predefined type of auton-
omy delegation, i.e., a type of bundle of autonomy social
positions is called a Level of Autonomy.

Levels of Autonomy are provided by the Stake-

holder to an Artificial System, and it modulates the
strength of this delegation relation, i.e. how much is in fact
delegated to the system. In some systems, this autonomy
level may be configurable. For example, in the context of
the driverless car example, in general, the passenger may
delegate the choice of the route to the car. However, in some
circumstances, based on the passenger’s preference, she may
take over such decision, for example, if she wants to fol-
low the route by the sea to appreciate the view. Autonomy
requirements refer to Autonomy Delegation Types,
i.e., which Level of Autonomy is to be delegated to a
Artificial System.

As previously mentioned, we adopt here the approach of
the Intentional Stance Theory, in which artificial systems are

thought of as being able to bear mental moments and, hence,
being able to participate in social (albeit not legal) delega-
tions. Artificial Agents’ intentions are adopted intentions,
which are adopted from those of human and organizational
stakeholders, often as a result of these delegations. AnArti-
ficial Agent (including an Ethically- Design System)
can then form preferences that based on these adopted
intentions, and its beliefs about properties of entities in
its ecosystem (and how they affect those intentions). These
preferenceswill then ground that agent’s deliberations, the
deliberations it has a duty (permission) to perform.

One of the most important parts of dealing with eth-
ical requirements is handling ethical conflicts. In other
words, what happens when two stakeholders have conflict-
ing requirements or when the system needs to make a choice
between favoring one stakeholder than another, in face of the
same requirement. This is one of the contexts in which it is
useful to analyze autonomy requirements.

Let us consider a possible conflicting situation in the con-
text of the driverless car example. It is intuitive that all
stakeholders (e.g. passengers and pedestrians) have the same
requirement of "being safe". Suppose that in some point in
the car’s route, there is a tree that must be avoided. But not
hitting the tree, while saving the passenger means running
over some close-by pedestrians. This case illustrates thewell-
known Trolley Problem in philosophy. And Fig. 9 illustrates
one possible choice to handle such conflict.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, Dodging the tree is a Risk Expe-
rience that has participations from the Driverless car, the
Passenger and thePedestrians. This is a point of attention for
the requirements analyst, whenever two (or more) stakehold-
ers participate in the same risk experience, it is possible
that such experience results in a gain event for one stake-
holder and a loss event for the other. That is exactly what
happens here. The Driverless Car needs to make a choice
between hitting the tree and putting the Passenger in dan-
ger or avoiding it and harming the Pedestrians. And in this
case, it decides to dodge the tree, leading to the Driverless
Car Keeps passenger Safe gain event and the Driverless
Car Runs Over Pedestrians loss event. Ultimately, the car
fulfills the Keep Passenger Safe ethicality requirement,
failing to fulfill the same requirement w.r.t. the Pedestrians.

Please note that ObRE does not take any particular eth-
ical stance, but merely provides the right concepts to deal
with ethical conflicts. As clear in the analyzed example, these
concepts are: risk experience, gain and loss event and
stakeholder’s intentions, which will ultimately lead to one
of multiple conflicting ethicality requirement to be ful-
filled.

Note that in the illustrated case, we assumed that the
Driverless Car had the Permission to perform that action
(the gain event) on behalf of the Passenger in face of
this particular risk experience, but also that it has the
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Fig. 8 Autonomy Requirement
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Fig. 9 Ontology instantiation showing a choice the driverless car makes in face of an ethical conflict

power to overrule its duty to omit from performing an action
that harms the pedestrian (a loss event). An Autonomy

Requirement referring to an Autonomy Delegation

Type for this particular case has been decided a priori. And
theAutonomy Levelwashigh, allowing theDriverlessCar
to fully make that decision. Notice that the human stakehold-
ers that are the delegators of that autonomy level to the car
be found to bear the corresponding social and legal respon-
sibility for the artificial system’s actions and omissions.

4.3 Explicability requirement

Explicability has been in the center of discussion regard-
ing AI systems [2, 18]. According to Floridi et al. [22], this
requirements should be viewed in the sense of “intelligibil-
ity” (addressing the question “how does it work?”) and in the
sense of “accountability” (addressing the question “who is
responsible for the way it works?”).

Let us first address explicability as intelligibility. In the
ontology depicted in figure 10, an explicability require-
ment refers to a number of action types (including types
of deliberations and Decision Resulting actions)
whose trail of provenance has to be made intelligible. In this
context, thismeans reconstructing the chain fromDecision-

Resulting Actions to the decisions they manifest, from
those to the Deliberations that create them, from the latter

to the preferences relation on which they are grounded,
from the latter to the criterion, i.e., qualities, dispo-
sitions, intentions, as well as social positions that
constitute the prospect assessments that are the truth-
makers of these preferences.

Now, turning to accountability, there are three aspects to
consider. Let us first address the notion of moral respon-
sibility. In disposition-based philosophical studies of moral
responsibility [8], an agent A is taken to be morally respon-
sible for action X if: (1) A has caused X; and did that (2)
intentionally and (3) autonomously; and (4) there is a sys-
tem of values (and norms) on which the appropriateness of
A can be judged. Our models make explicit that there are
here at least types of agents that can be considered the bear-
ers of moral responsibility. First and foremost, these are the
stakeholders who must form their intentions and preferences
taking into considerations a wider backdrop of collective val-
ues, values of other stakeholders in the ecosystem at hand,
and who delegate their goals to artificial agents including via
the formulation of social positions in autonomy delegations.
Secondly, the artificial agents (ethically-designed systems)
to which these intentions and autonomy levels are delegated.
In our analysis, we make clear that artificial systems are eth-
ically designed when they have the capacity and (adopted)
intentions (2) to perform actions (1) that bringing about value
to the relevant stakeholders and mitigate their risks (4), when
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Fig. 10 Explicability
requirement
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they honor their delegated autonomy agreements, i.e., they
act at the appropriate level of autonomy (3) defined by the
relevant stakeholders (the prospect beneficiaries).

By being able to intelligently recreate the chain of entities
connecting actions performed by an autonomous system to
the original stakeholders intentions and delegations, systems
designed in conformance to our analysis would be able to
explain also moral responsibility (accountability) for these
two types of agents.

Let us think of an example in the context of the driver-
less car case, illustrated in Fig. 11. Suppose that the car is
driving the Passenger through a highway in a lane of slow
traffic speed, but fails to overtake the vehicles that are riding
in front. When asked by the Passenger why it chooses not
to overtake (Decision- Resulting Action), the driverless
car responds that overtaking the car (Deprecated Bearer)
would take them to a lane which is obstructed by an accident
in 500Km. Given the Passenger’s Intention of reaching the
destination fast and safely, and the Quality of the lane of
being obstructed, the driverless car decided to maintain the
current lane, not overtaking the other vehicles. This exam-
ple shows that the analyzed ontological concepts provide the
means to trace the driverless car action to the decision that led
to such action, along with the used criteria, making it clear
for the stakeholder why that action was executed instead of
an alternative one. From the accountability perspective, the
driverless carmay also point out that it has a highAutonomy
Level w.r.t to overtaking, based on a specific contract made
with the Passenger, who delegates the Decision to overtake
or not to the driverless car. Such delegation is composed of
a Permission to decide.

As demonstrated in [10, 30] but also in [32], the method
of ontological unpacking employed here is a type of expla-
nation similar to the notions of truthmaking explanation [51]
and grounding [52] in the philosophical literature. Ontologi-
cal unpacking explains notions such as the ethical dimensions
analyzedhere by revealing the underlyingontological entities
on which they are grounded, i.e., the truthmakers of proposi-
tions involving these notions (e.g., acting with beneficence,
non-maleficence, ethically, etc.). So, the ontological analysis
proposed here provides explicability of the first of the moral
agents aforementioned, namely, the stakeholders involved
defining intentions and preferences taking into considera-
tions a wider backdrop of collective values. As discussed in
depth in [32], both theExplainableAI (XAI) notions ofwhite-
box explanation (i.e., explanation by generating a symbolic
artifact replicating the behavior of the black-box) and black-
box explanation (such counterfactual explanations) should
be complemented by a process of ontological unpacking
(grounding, truthmaking) as outlined here.

Moreover, if one takes explanation to also be “deduction
in reverse” and, in particular, if what we are “reversing” is a
type of causal chain (thus, enabling a type of causal explana-

tion), we have that: by providing a representation structure
that explicit models the chain connecting actions performed
by an autonomous system to decisions and preferences and,
ultimately, to the original stakeholders intentions and delega-
tions, this approach also supports the design of systems that
are able to intelligibly and unaccountably explain and justify
their actions by explicitly traced causal processes.

Finally, the notion of Explicability Requirement put forth
here can be seen as a special case of Why-Question or
Requests for Explanation in the approach of Pragmatic
Explanation [48, 55]. In particular, having Preferences

modeled as a comparisons between alternative Prospect

Ascriptions, allows for providing a contrast class5 against
which deliberations are made.

5 Requirements analysis method execution

In this section, we exemplify activity 3) of the ObRE process.
Due to space limitations, we only present relevant frag-
ments of the results. The complete case study is available
at https://github.com/unibz-core/obre/blob/main/ethicality-
requirements-case/.

Before presenting the requirements models we created,
it is important to emphasize that a key concept to deriving
ethical requirements is that of Runtime Stakeholders [40].
These include those stakeholders that are using, affected by,
or influencing the outcomes of a system as it is operating.
Traditional RE often limits runtime stakeholders to just users
of the system-to-be. However, for AI systems this needs to
be extended to other parties. For example, for a driverless
car, runtime stakeholders include passengers - i.e., the users
of the car - but also pedestrians, whose path may cross that
of the car and shouldn’t be hit; bystanders, who shouldn’t
be scared or splashed as the car drives by; nearby drivers,
who as a courtesy, should be allowed to cut in front in the
car’s lane; and fellow drivers in general, who might benefit
from information about an accident that just happened in the
vicinity of the car. This is illustrated in Fig. 12.

5.1 Beneficence and Non-maleficence requirements
analysis

Now, we present a requirements table for the driverless car
case. We start by presenting Table 2, showing how a require-
ments table may be enriched with the inclusion of columns
representing some of the ontological concepts described in
the previous subsections. This facilitates requirements elic-
itation, by using the right concepts for a particular kind
of requirement as guides. In the case of ethical require-
ments, concepts such as impact event (both positive and

5 See [55] for the role of contrast classes in Pragmatic Explanation.
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Fig. 11 Ontology instantiation
showing the concepts involved
in a explicability scenario
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s negative) and ethical principles. All words highlighted in

boldface in Table 2 refer to ontological concepts analyzed
in Sect. 4, while the ontological instances are written as non-
emphasized text.

Note that the ontological analysis of Sect. 4 makes very
explicit all involved ontological notions used in Table 2, thus
supporting the communication and avoiding misunderstand-
ings between the stakeholder and the requirements analyst.
For example, having the concepts of gain event or loss
event as well as the specialization of ethical require-

ments may guide the analyst in asking the right questions
during requirements elicitation. This is done by first captur-
ing first the positive and negative impact events concerning
Driverless Cars, then relating themwith the ethical principles
(Beneficence and Non-maleficence, in this case), and finally
coming up with particular requirements for the system-to-be
to accomplish such principles. In particular, regarding the
latter, these are requirements for the developing of functions
and capacities that enable the manifestation of gain events,
or that block the manifestation of loss events (e.g., by elimi-
nating the vulnerabilities of the object at risk, or by changing
either the intention or the threatening capacities of the threat-
ening agent).

Here below are two guidelines that may help require-
ments analysts to capture Beneficence and Non-maleficence
requirements based on ontological concepts.

If two Agents participate in the same Gain Event, analyze
how this event positively impacts their Intentions to identify
Beneficence Requirements that create value in this direction.
Ontological concepts: Intention, Gain Event

If two Agents participate in the same Loss Event, analyze how
this event hurts their Intentions to identify Non-maleficence
Requirements, which aim at preventing the manifestation of
risks that can cause losses to both sides.

Ontological concepts: Intention, Loss Event

5.2 Autonomy requirements analysis

Table 3 exemplifies some autonomy requirements for the
driverless car case.

Note that it is important to identify what action or decision
is delegated to the system, also determining the legal relation
that such delegation entails. We also make explicit in the
table, the level of autonomy of each delegation, indicating
if the system has high, medium or low autonomy in making
decisions or taking actions.

The last line in table 3 presents a requirement related to
the conflict case illustrated in Sect. 4.2. Analyzing ethical
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Fig. 12 Driverless Car
Ecosystem

Table 3 Autonomy
Requirements for the driverless
car case

Principle: Autonomy
Stakeholder ID Legal Relation Ethicality Requirement Level of Autonomy

Passenger/ Pedestrian/
Bystander/ Nearby car

1 Duty The Driverless car has the duty to
follow traffic laws while
conducting the Passenger

Low

Passenger 2 Permission The Driverless car has the
permission to calculate the best
route unless the Passenger
explicitly requests to do so

Medium

Passenger 3 Disability The Driverless car cannot change
destination without the explicit
request of the Passenger

Low

Passenger/Pedestrian 4 Power The Driverless car has the power to
decide the best course of action
in the imminence of an accident

High

Table 4 Explicability Requirements for the driverless car case

Stakeholder ID Explicability Requirement

Passenger 1 The driverless car should
explain why a particular route
was taken to conduct the
Passenger to the selected
destination

Passenger 2 The driverless car should
explain why changing route
in the middle of the ride

Passenger 3 The driverless car should
explain why deciding to
overtake (or not overtake)
other vehicles

Passenger/
Pedestrian/
Bystanders/
Nearby cars

4 The driverless car should
explain its decision in face of
a conflict that will put a
stakeholder in danger

conflict is very important to guarantee the development of
ethical systems. This leads to the following requirements
analysis guideline: The requirements analysis should con-
sider for each two (or more) stakeholders, if there are any

risk experience in which they participate. And if so, if it
is possible to defer the choice to the system’s user or which
choice the system needs to take in each case.

Here below are three guidelines that support requirements
analysts in eliciting Autonomy requirements based on onto-
logical concepts.

Thinking in terms of pairs of correlative Social Positions (e.g.
Duty and Right, Permission and No Right, etc.) helps the iden-
tification of related Autonomy Requirements. For example,
the pedestrian wants to be safe and has the Right to cross the
street at red traffic light. Consequently, the driverless car has
the Duty to stop at a red traffic light (an Autonomy Require-
ment).
Ontological concept: Social Position

5.3 Explicability requirements analysis

For the explicability requirements, it is important that the
Requirements Analyst think in advance for which decisions
and actions the system should provide an explanation. Table
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If two Agents A and B participate in the same Impact Event,
and this event causes a positive impact on the Intention of
Agent A and a negative impact on the Intention of Agent B,
there is a conflict. Analyze the conflict to identify requirements
that create value to Agent A (Beneficence Requirements),
and requirements that prevent risks that can cause losses to
Agent B (Non-maleficence Requirements).
Ontological concepts: Intention, Impact Event

If two (ormore) stakeholders participate in the sameRisk Expe-
rience, the analyst should consider if it is possible to defer
the choice to the system’s user, or alternatively, define which
choice the system should to take in each case.

Ontological concepts: Intention, Impact Event

4 presents some Explicability requirements for the driverless
car case.

Note that Table 4 does not have columns for ontolog-
ical concepts, like for Beneficence, Non-maleficence and
Autonomy. This is because for Explicability, the ontological
concepts (e.g. Decision, Decision Resulting Action,
Prospect Bearer etc.) are meant to enable the system
to create the explanation in itself. In other words, they are
supposed to be embedded in the explanation mechanism
designed for the system-to-be. In this sense, this approach
goes beyond only eliciting requirements, also defining how
the system should be designed to meet Explicability require-
ments.

In what follows, the reader may find a guideline to help
the analyst to elicit Explicability requirements.

A possible direction is to start by thinking on what creates
value (Beneficence Requirement) and prevents risks (Non-
maleficence Requirement) to stakeholders. This can help to
identify rights, duties, permissions, and other Social Positions
that can lead to the elicitation of Autonomy Requirements.
Finally, explain decisions that go against other requirements,
or hurt agents’ intentions (Explicability Requirement).

5.4 Goal modeling of the driverless car scenario

Going beyond the use of requirements tables, let us now use
goal modeling for analyzing the requirements of the Driver-
less car case. Figure13 depicts a goal model for this case,
using the i* framework [15]. 6

For simplification, this model considers only three of
the stakeholders referred to in Table 2, namely, Passenger,
Pedestrian andNearby Car. Moreover, themodel depicts the
dependency of each of these stakeholders and the Driver-
less Car. Many of the dependencies and goals depicted in

6 The model was drawn using the piStar tool, available at https://www.
cin.ufpe.br/~jhcp/pistar/.

this model have been already elicited by using the require-
ments tables of the previous sections. For example, with
respect to the Passenger, the reaching destination on time
goal dependency relates to the positive impact event elicited
to Passenger (see Table 2, first line), while the feeling at
ease dependency relates to the negative impact captured
for this same stakeholder (see Table 2, second line). Nev-
ertheless, new dependencies have been added, for instance,
when drawing the model, we realized that avoiding acci-
dents dependency (previously only attributed to the Nearby
Car stakeholder, see Table 2, line 6) is also relevant for the
Passenger 5

Besides dependencies, the goal model of Fig. 13 depicts
the internal perspective of the Driverless Car, assisting in the
analysis of the system’s requirements. Note that the ethical
principles of Beneficence, Non-maleficence, Autonomy and
Explicability are represented there by qualities (consistent
with our ontological notion of NFR). Then, for each of these
qualities, more specific goals and qualities are identified and
related to themby contribution links. For instance, the choos-
ing quicker route quality helps (i.e. partially contributes
to) the achievement of Beneficence. Additionally, choosing
quicker routemay be indirectly related to the reaching desti-
nation on time goal dependency of the Passenger. Similarly,
the goals that help to achieve theExplicabilityquality are also
indirectly related to the having explanations about system’s
decisions and actions goal dependency of the Passenger.

The goal model also allows the requirements analyst to
progressively identify more concrete requirements and solu-
tions and the resources needed to accomplish them. For
example, the use a GPS with frequent map updates task
makes (i.e. fully accomplishes) the choosing quicker route
quality, and the GPS itself is a resource needed in this task.
Moreover, the be aware of traffic laws task is a means for
the following traffic laws goal.

Another task worth clarifying is use the 2s rule. This is
a well-known rule for maintaining a safe distance between
vehicles. It is adopted in some countries as a good code for
driver conduct for human drivers [53], and it can also be
adopted as a requirement for driverless cars. Note that this
task makes the keeping a safe following distance while driv-
ing quality. However, to accomplish the higher level keeping
a safe following distance quality, other tasks and qualities
are involved.

Note that most entities in the goal model can be obtained
directly by mapping elements from the ontology instanti-

5 We did not update our table on purpose, since although that would
make both models more consistent, this is an interesting case in which
the visualization of the goal model and its particular constructs (in
this case, dependency, goals and qualities) helped us realize a miss-
ing requirement for one of the stakeholders. In this paper, the authors
are playing the role of the requirements analyst, but cases such as this
one may easily happen in practice.
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Fig. 13 The driverless car requirements model using i*

Table 5 Guidelines for
mapping ontological concepts to
i* Goal Model entities

Ontological concept Representation in i* Goal Model

Driverless car Actor, Agent, Role

Passenger Actor, Agent, Role

Pedestrian Actor, Agent, Role

Nearby car Actor, Agent, Role

Intention Goal dependence, Quality dependence

Beneficence requirement Goal, Quality

Non-maleficence requirement Goal, Quality

Autonomy requirement Goal, Quality

Explicability requirement Goal, Quality

ation. Furthermore, for each of them, more specific goals,
qualities, tasks and resources can be identified and repre-
sented. Themappingbetween the ontology concepts and their
representation in the i* Goal Model is presented in Table 5.

The reader may have noticed that each of the RE
approaches has its advantages and limitations. For exam-
ple, the relation between the relevant ontological concepts
for each principles and the ethical requirements are easier to
spot in the requirements table, much easier and fast to create
in comparisonwith the goalmodel. The goalmodel, however,
makesmore explicit which intention (and thuswhich require-
ment) is related to each of the agents involved in our case.
Moreover, it is visual and it allows a much more detailed

requirements analysis, in terms of more and less abstract
requirements, solutions and needed resources. We empha-
size that ObRE does not subscribe to a specific RE method,
leaving this choice for the requirements analyst, based on
their particular preference or skill.

6 Validation

In this section, we describe two analyses made to assess
the quality of OBRE to elicit ethicality requirements. In
Sect. 6.1, we compare the requirements elicitation done with
ourmethod for the driverless car case to onemade for another
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Table 6 Examples of
equal/similar requirements in
the compared cases

AutoCar Project ObRE Driverless Car Case

The system takes input location from user, verifies its exis-
tence, finds shortest path to it

The car should choose quicker
route towards destination

The car will slow down and stop if the traffic light in front of
the car shows a solid red light

The driverless car has the duty to
stop at a red traffic light

The automatic break stops the car when an object appears in
front of the car

The car should stop when there is a
moving object of any kind in the
road

The car displays alert on the dash board and takes actions
when an Emergency Vehicle approaches or moves away

The driverless car has the duty to
pull over or stop at an
intersection to allow an
emergency vehicle to pass if it is
traveling with lights flashing

project focusing on the same type of system. In Sect. 6.2, we
assess the coverage of our method w.r.t. European Union
guidelines for developing Trustworthy AI.

6.1 Validating the use of OBRE for the driverless car
case

To validate the use of ObRE for the driverless car case, we
compared the requirements elicited with the use of ObRE7

and the requirements elicited for the AutoCar Project, a
project carried out at the Çankaya University also focusing
on autonomous car. This project was chosen for comparison
for eliciting requirements for the same kind of system of our
case, and for having published the requirements online, both
in requirements tables and in goal models.8

The AutoCar requirements report contains tables of
functional and non-functional requirements. In our report,
requirements tables are classified by the type of ethi-
cal requirements: Beneficence, Non-maleficence, Autonomy
and Explicability. We compared these reports’ requirements
based on the following research questions:

– RQ1: Which requirements are equal/similar in both
reports?

– RQ2: Which requirements are exclusive to one of the
cases (i.e. the AutoCar Project or the ObREAutonomous
Car Case)?

Table 6 shows examples of equal/similar requirements in
both projects.

After comparing the requirements of both cases, we
counted how many coincidences there were and how many

7 see complete requirements list in the Requirements Elicitation Report
available at https://github.com/unibz-core/obre/tree/main/ethicality-
requirements-case.
8 The Autonomous Car Software Requirement Specification Report is
available online at: https://acp317315180.wordpress.com/autonomous-
car-software-requirement-specification-report/.

requirements were exclusive to either project. The results
of our comparison in quantitative terms are summarized in
Table 7.

As can be seen in table 7, using ObRE, we were able to
capture most of the requirements elicited for the AutoCar
Project (22 requirements, to be specific). Moreover, 19 ethi-
cality requirements captured for our case were not present in
theAutoCar requirements report.Among these are all 6 expli-
cability requirements, 6 of the autonomy requirements, 5 of
the beneficence requirements and 2 of the non-maleficence
requirements. A careful look shows that focusing on the eth-
ical principles to define these different requirements types
allied to the ontological concepts that support capturing them
provide a powerful mechanism to elicit ethicality require-
ments.

We acknowledge that our case misses 12 requirements
that were elicited for the AutoCar Project. Some of these
requirements are specific functional requirements that would
probably come up in a more refined version of the goal
model analysis of our case, for example "The user gives
basic orders to system with voice." Some other requirements
that our method did not capture are related to non-functional
requirements which are not the focus of ethicality require-
ments, e.g., portability ("The system should work on Linux
and Windows"); easiness to learn ("The system needs to be
simple enough to learn by users"); and extensibility ("New
functionalities can be added to the system at anytime"). This

Table 7 Requirements Quantitative Analysis

AutoCar Project ObRE Autonomous
Car Case

Number of
similar/equal
requirements

22

Number of exclusive
requirements

12 19

TOTAL 34 41
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suggests that the use of ObREmay need to be complemented
with the use of other approaches focusing on different non-
functional requirements not related to ethicality. And finally,
there are 3 of these requirements that can be characterized
as ethicality requirements according to ObRE and were sim-
ply missed: “The user may see information about the car
(speedometer, tachometer, odometer, engine coolant tem-
perature gauge, and fuel gauge, turn indicators, gearshift
position indicator, seat belt warning light, parking-brake
warning light, and engine-malfunction lights).” (explicability
requirement); “When an unpredictable failure occurs, system
need to recover briefly” (beneficence requirement); and “The
autonomous car system shall not start moving when its doors
are still open. And notify userwhen safety belt has notworn.”
(non-maleficence requirement).

6.2 How does our approach stand against the EU
checklist of objectives for ethical requirements?

To assess ObRE-based method for eliciting and analyzing
ethicality requirements, we analyze if it addresses the goals
set up in the initiative of the European Union towards the
development of ethical system. This initiative prepared a
document entitled "Ethics By Design and Ethics of Use
Approaches for Artificial Intelligence"9 and in the annex
entitled "Specification of Objectives against Ethical Require-
ments", the document brings a checklist of goals anAI system
needs to meet in order to be considered ethical. In table 8,
we present which of the ethicality requirements defined by
the use of our approach can address each of these objec-
tives. In that table, we use the letters B, NM, E, and A to
represent, respectively, our treatments of Benevolence, Non-
Maleficence, Explicability, and Autonomy. We place an ‘X’
on the columns representing each of these principles when
our treatment of that principle supports the requirements
engineering in addressing the respective EU objective, and
place an ‘X’ in the column ‘None’ when that support remains
lacking.

As can be noted in the table, with the use of the developed
method, the requirements engineer is able to address most
of the required goals, by eliciting ethicality requirements.
For example, by eliciting Beneficence and Non-maleficence
requirements, the requirements engineermakes sure that "the
AI system takes the welfare of all stakeholders into account
and do not unduly or unfairly reduce/undermine their well-
being"; by capturing autonomy requirements, she guarantees
that "end-users and others affected by the AI system are not
deprived of the abilities to make all decisions about their own
lives, have basic freedoms taken away from them." but also
that "end-users are aware that they are interacting with an

9
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/ethics-by-design-and-

ethics-of-use-approaches-for-artificial- intelligence_he_en.pdf

AI system" (since end-users can and should participate in
the specification of autonomy delegation agreements); and
by eliciting explicability requirements, she assures that "the
system offers details about how decisions are taken and on
which reasons these were based" but also that the system
could keep record of the decisions made and why, as well as
can provide traceability of which stakeholder intentions are
adopted in the designed and implemented system.

Most of the goals not addressed in our work regard pri-
vacy and fairness. Our models partially support some aspects
related to these objectives. For example, because values, risks
and consequent intentions can be captured in a way that is
specific to individual prospect beneficiaries, our model can
support the elicitation of these elements to different end-users
with different abilities. However, we believe these notions of
privacy and fairness require in-depth dedicated ontological
analyses, which are outside the scope of this paper andmatter
for future work.

Finally, since our approach is focused on requirements
for a particular system, objectives that deal with the supply
chain of components used in the design of the system, as well
as objectives dealing with unforeseen future uses of these
systems are considered to be out of scope (non-applicable–
N/A) to our analysis.

7 Related work

We examine related works in two directions. First, we take a
look at ontology-based methods for RE, especially those tar-
geting NFRs, as these kinds of requirements are the main
focus of ObRE. Next, we investigate works that aim at
embedding systems with ethics.

ElicitO [3] is an ontology-based tool aimed at provid-
ing guidance during requirements elicitation, conducting the
requirements analyst in performing a precise specification
of NFRs. Taking a similar direction, the work of Veleda
and Cysneiros [56] provides an ontology-based tool to help
identifyNFRs,making explicitly their interdependencies and
possible conflicts. Hu et al. [42] also aim at detecting con-
flicts between NFRs, and conduct a trade-off analysis in case
such conflicts arise. This is done by representing NFRs in a
softgoal interdependency graph, which is formalized using
an ontology. All these works follow a different path in com-
parison to ours, focusing much more on the automation of
requirements analysis by the means of representing NFRs
usingOWLontologies. Ourwork, on the other hand, uses ref-
erence ontologies to provide a deep understanding of NFRs
whose semantics are usually subjective and complex, by
interpreting these NFRs according to the particular domain
of the system-to-be. And by the means of this interpreta-
tion, our work attempts to guide the requirements analyst in
defining requirements that will support the analyzed NFRs.
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Table 8 Checklist of the ethical goals set up in the EU document handled by each of the defined ethicality requirements

Specification of objectives against ethical requirements B NM E A None Discussion
Respect for human agency

End-users and others affected by theAI system are not
deprived of the abilities to make all decisions about
their own lives, have basic freedoms taken away from
them.

X Relevant Stakeholders are in control of the
deliberations that the system can make via
explicitly created Autonomy Delegation

contracts

End-users and others affected by theAI system are not
subordinated, coerced, deceived, manipulated, objec-
tified or dehumanised, nor is attachment or addiction
to the system and its operations being stimulated.

X X X Gain Events and Loss Events that impact the
intentions of relevant stakeholders are explicitly
considered in formulating requirements. The
deliberations that the system can make are
explicitly formulated in Autonomy Delegation

contracts

The system does not autonomously make decisions
about vital issues that are normally decided by humans
by means of free personal choices or collective delib-
erations or similarly significantly affects individuals.

X Relevant Stakeholders are in control of the
deliberations that the system can make via
explicitly created Autonomy Delegation

contracts

Privacy & data governance

The system processes data in line with the require-
ments of lawfulness, fairness and transparency set in
the national and EU data protection legal framework
and the reasonable expectations of the data subjects.

X

Technical and organizational measures are in place
to safeguard the rights of data subjects (through
measures such as anonymisation, pseudonymisation,
encryption, and aggregation)

X

There are security measures in place to prevent data
breaches and leakages (such as mechanisms for log-
ging data access and data modification)

X

Fairness

The system is designed to avoid algorithmic bias, in
input data, modelling and algorithm design

X

The system is designed to avoid historical and selec-
tion bias in data collection, representation and mea-
surement bias in algorithm training, aggregation and
evaluation bias in modeling, and automation bias in
deployment.

X

The system is designed so that it can be used different
types of end-users with different abilities (whenever
possible/relevant)

X

The AI system takes the welfare of all stakehold-
ers into account and do not unduly or unfairly
reduce/undermine their well-being

X X Gain Events and Loss Events that impact the
intentions (goals) of relevant stakeholders are
explicitly considered in formulating requirements

TheAI system ismindful of principles of environmen-
tal sustainability, both regarding the system itself and
the supply chain to which it connects (when relevant)

X X N/A

The AI system does not have the potential to neg-
atively impact the quality of communication, social
interaction, information, democratic processes, and
social relations (when relevant)

N/A

The system does not reduce safety and integrity in the
workplace and complies with the relevant health and
safety and employment regulations

X X Gain Events and Loss Events that impact the
intentions (goals) of relevant stakeholders are
explicitly considered in formulating requirements
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Table 8 continued

Transparency

The end-users are aware that they are interacting with
an AI system

X X End-Users can always be made aware by making
explicitly Autonomy Delegation Contracts as
well as Explicability Requirements as
Requests for Explanation

The purpose, capabilities, limitations, benefits and
risks of the AI system and of the decisions conveyed
are openly communicated to and understood by end-
users and other stakeholders along with its possible
consequences

X X The requirements of the system can make explicit
reference to Functions, Qualities, Prospects
(values and risks) that are considered in its design.
These include functions that work as
countermeasures for preventing unwanted events

People can audit, query, dispute, seek to change or
object to AI or robotics activities (when applicable)

X Relevant Stakeholders are in control of the
deliberations that the system can make via
explicitly created Autonomy Delegation

contracts

The AI system enables traceability during its entire
lifecycle, from initial design to post-deployment eval-
uation and audit

X The development of the system requirements is itself
explicit via the result of ontological analysis. The
presence of functions (including
countermeasuring functions) and qualities is
explained by a traceable connection to
stakeholder’s goals

The system offers details about how decisions are
taken and on which reasons these were based (when
relevant and possible)

X All deliberations that form decisions are
grounded on preference relations that can be
trace to aspects of the system and intentions

(goals) of the relevant stakeholders

The systemkeeps records of the decisionsmade (when
relevant)

X The causal chain connecting intentions, prospect
ascription components, and preferences to
deliberations that form decisions is explicitly
considered and modeled

Accountability and oversight

The system provides details of how potential ethical-
ity and socially undesirable effects will be detected,
stopped, and prevented from reoccurring

X X X Gain Events and Loss Events that impact the
intentions (goals) of relevant stakeholders are
explicitly considered in formulating requirements.
There is a direct connection between Functions

of the system (including countermeasuring
functions) and the events that they help to prevent,
but also to all omission duties present in
Autonomy Delegation contracts

The AI system allows for human oversight during the
entire life-cycle of the project regarding their decision
cycles and operation (when relevant)

X X Relevant Stakeholders are in control of the
deliberations that the system can make via
explicitly created Autonomy Delegation

contracts. Moreover, explicability requirements are
explicitly formulated connected to Deliberation
Types. The causal chains connecting
deliberations of these types to intentions,
prospect ascription components and

preferences are explicitly analyzed and modeled

Nowadays, many researchers have been busy trying to
come up with frameworks and approaches targeting respon-
sible AI and the development of systems embedded with
ethics. Interesting initiatives are those of Rashid, Moore,
May-Chahal and Chitchyan [47], Peters, Vold, Robinson and
Calvo [45], Etzioni andEtzioni [19],Dignum [17] andFloridi
et al. [22]. The latter has been proposed by several specialists,
and has served as basis for the EuropeanUnion Ethics Guide-
lines for Trustworthy AI [20]. All these cited research works

bring very relevant insight on how to develop ethical systems.
However, their proposed frameworks and guidelines are still
in an abstract level, and we believe that approaches specifi-
cally targeted at Requirements Engineering are still an open
issue. Our proposal was designed with the goal of filling in
this gap.
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8 Final considerations

In this paper, we propose a method to elicit and analyze
ethicality requirements based on the ObRE method. In par-
ticular, ObRE supports the precise definition of the concepts
that underlie ethicality, through an ontology and offers these
concepts for requirements analysis. This may help in the
communication between analysts and stakeholders, besides
assisting in the identification and analysis of requirements.

This paper is part of an ongoing work on an RE method
to create ethical systems by design. To recap, the paper
presents ontological analyses of four of five principles pre-
viously defined guide the development of ethical systems.
The analyzed principles are Beneficence, Non-maleficence,
Autonomy and Explicability. Additionally, the paper con-
ducts requirements elicitation and analysis by applying
well-known RE methods, supported by the instantiation of
the proposed ontologies.

It is important to note that our approach does not prescribe
a specific way to implement the analyzed requirements in
the system, for example, by developing a rule-based system,
or by having the requirements hardcoded. Our ObRE-based
approach focuses solely on the RE activity, supporting the
elicitation and analysis of requirements, which can then be
implemented, validated and monitored throughout the sys-
tem’s life cycle.

We acknowledge that understanding well the ontological
concepts underlying our approach may be a complex task.
And we believe this complexity is actually given by the chal-
lenge of designing systems that exhibit ethical behavior. It
is important to highlight that once the ontology has been
created, it may be reused to enable the elicitation of ethi-
cality requirements of different systems. In this paper, we
applied it for a driverless car case, but in future project, it
may serve for eliciting requirements for a financial system
deciding who is eligible for a loan, a chatBot responding to
user queries based on large data sets, or any other systemwith
ethical implications. To alleviate the complexity of the appli-
cation of our ontology-based method, this paper brings some
explicit guidelines to support the requirements elicitation of
each kind of ethicality requirement.

Our agenda for the future includes, firstly, a full fledged
implementation and validation of our ObRE-based approach,
by doing real case studies in the domain of ethical systems
and having experts evaluate the results. Moreover, we intend
to deepen our analysis of ethical conflicts, and to proposed an
ontological analysis of the ethical principle of Justice, which
is the only principle proposed by [22] that we have not yet
targeted.
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